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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Prof Megan Barling and Prof Guangde Tu,

Thank you for your useful comments and suggestions on our manuscript. According to Assistant Editor Comments, we have already removed the title page, CARE checklist, consent and cover letter. We insert the title page at the beginning of our manuscript and make Discussion and Conclusion combined. According to your comments, we correct authors’ contributions section point by point. In addition, a Declarations section is inserted in according to BioMed Central editorial policies and formatting guidelines. After carefully checking all the references and referencing all citations, we decide to upload our manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colors. All relevant figures are also clean versions, uploaded as separate files and cited within the text.

We would like to express our great appreciation to you and reviewers for comments on our paper. Looking forward to hearing from you. Thank you and best regards.

Yours sincerely,

Fuwen Luo